Biological dose estimation of UVA laser microirradiation utilizing charged particle-induced protein foci
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The induction of localized DNA damage within a discrete nuclear volume is an important tool in DNA repair studies. Both charged particle irradiation and laser microirradiation (LMI) systems allow for such a localized damage induction, but the results obtained are difficult to compare, as the delivered laser dose cannot be measured directly. Therefore, we revisited the idea of a biological dosimetry based on a dosimetric evaluation of irradiation-induced Replication Protein A (RPA) foci numbers. Considering that local dose deposition is characteristic for both LMI and charged particles, we took advantage of the defined dosimetric parameter to estimate the locally applied laser dose equivalent. Within the irradiated nuclear sub-volumes, the doses were in the range of several hundreds of Gray. However, local dose estimation is limited by the saturation of the RPA foci numbers with increasing particle doses. Even high-resolution 4Pi microscopy did not abrogate saturation as it was not able to resolve single lesions within individual RPA foci. Nevertheless, 4Pi microscopy revealed multiple and distinct 53BP1- and γH2AX-stained substructures within the lesion flanking chromatin domains. Monitoring the local recruitment of the telomere repeat-binding factors TRF1 and TRF2 showed that both proteins accumulated at damage sites after UVA–LMI but not after densely ionizing charged particle irradiation. Hence, our results indicate that the local dose delivered by UVA–LMI is extremely high and cannot be accurately translated into an equivalent ionizing radiation dose, despite the sophisticated techniques used in this study.

Introduction

In the last decade, the use of laser microirradiation (LMI) as a tool to generate localized DNA damage has become increasingly popular. In the majority of studies, the recruitment of repair factors specific for DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are monitored, for example 53BP1 (1), members of the phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase-related kinases (1–3) and components of the Mre11–Rad50–Nbs1 complex (1,4). As a common marker for DSBs, the phosphorylated form of histone H2AX (γH2AX) is also frequently monitored in LMI studies (1,5,6). In addition to DSB repair, the recruitment of proteins associated with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) such as the Replication Protein A (RPA) (1,7) or proteins involved in single-strand breaks (8), nucleotide excision (9) or base excision repair (10) have also been the focus of several studies. The different LMI systems used in the respective studies combine all features of a research microscope—e.g., fluorescence and time-lapse imaging—with a very precise irradiation spot size of ~1 μm in diameter. This allows the targeted irradiation of defined subnuclear regions and the simultaneous observation of fast and early damage responses (5,9). The implementation of a relatively low cost 405 nm diode laser in modern confocal laser scanning microscopes further contributes to the availability of such microirradiation systems (11).

A comparable experimental performance with respect to the discrete localization of DNA damage can also be realized by irradiation with γ (12,13) or accelerated charged particles (14,15) that induce DNA lesions along the particle trajectories. In combination with the setup of single charged particle microprobes, predefined numbers of particles can be directed to the target volume with sub-micrometre precision (16). Using live cell microscopy at the beamline, it is also possible to visualize in real time the recruitment of repair proteins after charged particle irradiation (17,18).

In contrast to LMI systems, the spectrum of charged particle-induced DNA damage is better defined and can be correlated with a measurable energy deposition. Nevertheless, particle irradiation does suffer some disadvantages, such as a more complex experimental setup, restricted availability and higher costs compared to LMI systems.

Meanwhile, several different types of laser systems are frequently used to generate localized DNA damage, but a comparison between the obtained data is often difficult as the results depend strongly on the wavelength (19,20) and the energy (6,20) of the laser system used. With the application of multiphoton laser systems (2,21), the duration of laser pulses also has a major impact on the damage outcome (20,22). To unify this diversity of impact factors, it would be useful to find a single parameter correlated with the amount of laser-induced DNA damage. An appropriate parameter could be the absorbed energy as it is typically used for ionizing radiation (IR). Unfortunately, the measurement of the absorbed laser energy fails due to the thin target of cell monolayers and the low absorption rate of DNA at wavelengths used in most LMI systems (23). To facilitate a comparison of different laser-obtained data, but also between laser and IR data, several attempts were made to estimate the absorbed laser energies.
The approaches were based either on calculations using standard absorption rates yielding a locally applied laser dose of >800 Gy (\( \lambda = 390 \text{ nm}; 10 \text{ MJ/m}^2 \)) or on a biological dosimetry comparing DNA damage responses after LMI and sparsely IR with results ranging from 3 to 30 Gy (1.5,10,11).

Motivated by these extreme differences in estimates of the laser dose equivalent (LDE), we revisited the idea of a previously established biological dosimetry in which the numbers of X-ray- and laser-induced RPA foci are compared to define an X-ray equivalent laser dose (1). By using the same cell line (U2OS), repair-related protein (RPA) and LMI system (pulsed nitrogen laser; \( \lambda = 337 \text{ nm} \)), we ensured comparability with previous results (1). Beside X-rays, we used heavy charged particles as an ionizing reference radiation. In order to account for the non-homogeneous dose distribution of LMI and charged particles, the volume in which the RPA foci were counted was restricted to the irradiated part of the nucleus. Because the resulting dose–response curve for charged particle-induced RPA foci saturated, which even high-resolution 4Pi microscopy could not resolve, the local LDE could not be accurately determined. However, the locally applied LDE can be estimated to be comparable to or even higher than the dose delivered by very densely ionizing charged particles. Recruitment studies of the telomere repeat-binding factors TRF1 and TRF2 both showed local accumulation after LMI as reported previously for TRF2 (13,24). However, no significant recruitment of TRF1 and TRF2 was observed after low energy xenon ion irradiation. These results support the assumption of an even higher LDE than previously estimated, although additional and not well-characterized differences between laser- and IR-induced DNA damage spectra cannot be ruled out.

Materials and methods

Cell culture

Confluent normal human foreskin fibroblasts (AG1522; Coriell cell repository, Camden, NJ, USA; passage 13 to 16), human osteosarcoma cells (U2OS; American Type Culture Collection, Middlesex, UK) and human dermal fibroblasts (1BR3) stably expressing yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-TRF1 or YFP-TRF2 were used. Cells were grown at 37°C, 100% humidity and 5% CO\(_2\) in Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium or Alpha-Minimal Essential Medium, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium or Alpha-Minimal Modified Eagle’s Medium, respectively (all Biochrome, Berlin, Germany). The media were supplemented with Earle’s balanced salt solution, 1% glutamine, 0.5% penicillin–streptomycin and 15% fetal calf serum, with 4.5 g/l glucose Na-pyruvate and 10% fetal calf serum, or with 1% glutamine and 10% fetal calf serum, penicillin–streptomycin and 15% fetal calf serum, with 4.5 g/l glucose Na-pyruvate and 10% fetal calf serum, or with 1% glutamine and 10% fetal calf serum, respectively. Cell lines were regularly checked to be mycoplasma free.

Directly before UVA–LMI, the cell samples were mounted in a Foch chamber system FCS2 (Biotechps Inc., Butler, PA, USA) filled with conditioned medium. For the laser experiments, U2OS cells were pre-sensitized towards UVA light by incubation with 10 μM bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) for 24 h (1.25). Pre-sensitization was omitted for 1BR3 cells.

Production of cells stably expressing YFP-TRF1 and TRF2

Full-length human TRF1 or TRF2 complementary DNA was cloned in-frame in a FLAG-tag and YFP-containing plasmid construct derived from the retroviral vector pQCXIP (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and human dermal fibroblasts (1BR3) stably expressing yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)-TRF1 or YFP-TRF2 were used. Cells were grown at 37°C, 100% humidity and 5% CO\(_2\) in Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium, Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium or Alpha-Minimal Modified Eagle’s Medium, respectively (all Biochrome, Berlin, Germany). The media were supplemented with Earle’s balanced salt solution, 1% glutamine, 0.5% penicillin–streptomycin and 15% fetal calf serum, with 4.5 g/l glucose Na-pyruvate and 10% fetal calf serum or with 1% glutamine and 10% fetal calf serum, respectively. Cell lines were regularly checked to be mycoplasma free.

Irradiation and dose calculation

For UVA laser irradiation, the Leica Microdissection System LMD AS was used. The upright Leica microscope is equipped with a pulsed (5 ns; 30 Hz) Nitrogen Laser (337 nm). Measurements of the laser power were performed prior to irradiation with a UVA-sensitive photometer Orion/PD (Ophir Optotronics, Rohehn, Germany) simulating the irradiation situation of a sample mounted in the FCS2. Irradiation was performed with a HCX PL Fluotar L 63x0.70 Corr PH 2 objective focusing the laser beam spot to a diameter of ~2 μm. With the used laser setting, a laser irradiance of 1.5 μW was applied corresponding to a radiant exposure of 0.3 MJ/m². For UVA–LMI of 1BR3 cells, the laser irradiance was increased to 4.4 μW but the exposure time was reduced to keep the laser exposure constant. Multiple setting of targeting marks within the field of view allowed the almost simultaneous irradiation of several nuclei. The irradiation of multiple fields took up to half an hour.

The charged particle irradiation was done at the UNILAC facility at the GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung as described previously (14,17). The ions used, their specific energies and linear energy transfers (LETs), are listed in Table 1. The deposited energy for each ion species was calculated as the product of a constant LET and the summed length of all traversals per nucleus. The total traversal length was further standardized to the average value of all analyzed nuclei (18 μm) to allow for a direct comparison between ion species. The dose deposited per nucleus was calculated as the ratio of the deposited energy and the assumed average mass of a nucleus (855 ng, supplementary Figure S1, available at Mutagenesis Online).

Irradiation with X-rays was performed in a 250 keV X-ray tube (Isovolt DS1, Seifert, Germany) at a dose rate of 3 Gy/min.

Immunofluorescence assay

For the immunocytochemical staining experiments, cells were fixed in 2% formaldehyde and permeabilized as described previously (15). Solely before Mre11 staining, the soluble protein fraction was pre-extracted (14). Mouse monoclonal anti-RPA (p34) (Lab Vision, Wedel, Germany) and the secondary antibody 488 goat anti-mouse F(ab), conjugate (InVitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) were used at a dilution of 1:200 in 0.2% bovine serum albumin in phosphate-buffered saline and 1:400, respectively. For 4Pi microscopy, the RPA antibody was combined with rabbit polyclonal anti-53BP1 (Ab-1; 1:500; Oncogene, VWR, Darmstadt, Germany) antibody, as indicated. Also for 4Pi microscopy, the anti-MRE11B rabbit polyclonal antibody (1:300; Novus-Biologicals; Abcam, Cambridge, UK) was used together with mouse monoclonal anti-phospho-(Ser139)-H2AX primary antibody (1:500; clone JBW301; Upstate Biotechnology, Hamburg, Germany) at the indicated dilutions. Secondary antibodies used were 5 μg/ml of Atto 647N goat anti-mouse-IgG (Sigma–Aldrich Corporation, St Louis, MO, USA) and Alexa 568 goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugate (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany). Cells were counter-stained with 1 μM TOTO3 (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany).

Microscopy

Microscopic imaging was done on a Leica TCS confocal system equipped with a DM IRBE inverted microscope (lens: HCX PlanApo 63×/1.32) and an argon-krypton laser. From each sample, images containing in total 13–23 nuclei were taken as sets of 11–14 optical sections. The optical sections were recorded in increments of ~0.25 μm across the thickness of nuclei which was usually ~3 μm.

4Pi Microscopy was performed with a custom made 4Pi setup at the German Cancer Research Centre (DKFZ) in Heidelberg. The setup was based on a Leica confocal laser scanner TCS-SP2 equipped with two opposing HCX PL APO CS 100×/1.46 Oil (Leica Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany) (26). The dyes Alexa 568 and ATTO647 in the samples were excited with HeNe Lasers at 543 and 633 nm, respectively. The resolution in xy was 170 nm and axially 100 nm. For imaging, the samples were mounted in 97% 2,2-thiodiethanol according to the procedure described in Staudt et al. (27).

Quantitative image analysis

RPA foci were counted in average projections of acquired confocal stacks of X-ray-irradiated nuclei (up to 28 nuclei per dose), UVA laser-irradiated nuclei sensitized with BrdU (n = 53) and charged particle-irradiated nuclei (up to 25 nuclei per ion species). The analysis programme was developed in collaboration with the Department of Image Processing (R. Schafer, D. O. et al. [25.2.2019] Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mutage/article-abstract/25/3/289/1079119 by guest on 07 March 2019)
Schubert and K. Sandau) at the University of Applied Science, Darmstadt (Germany) and programmed in IDL (V6.0; Research Systems Inc.). The software has been described elsewhere (28). Briefly, after segmentation of nuclei and extraction of signals above background, foci were detected using adaptive bimodal thresholds and fitted by 2D intensity projections of spheres with increasing radii. The actual irradiated area was defined manually in each image and afterwards subdivided into areas of $2 \times 2 \mu m$. As the foci counting was performed in stack projections, the area corresponds to a volume of $2 \times 2 \times 3 \mu m$ considering an average nuclear height of $3 \mu m$. Thus, the measured foci number was related to this volume named counting cuboid (CountCub). Foci numbers related to the cubic volume (Cube; $2 \times 2 \times 2 \mu m$) were then calculated based on the data obtained in CountCubs and introducing a scaling factor. Assuming a random distribution of RPA foci in depth after X-ray and laser irradiation, the respective scaling factors for both radiation types depend only on geometrical assumptions illustrated by a simplified model of a nucleus (supplementary Figure S1, available at Mutagenesis Online). For laser irradiation, the irradiated volume is mostly located in the centre of the nucleus where the thickness is given by the average value of $3 \mu m$. Thus, the scaling factor for the number of laser-induced RPA foci per Cube is the ratio of the heights of the Cube and the nucleus that is $2:3$ (67%). This is different for X-ray-induced foci being randomly distributed all over the nucleus. Here, the volume ratio of the nuclear ‘basement’ (supplementary Figure S1, available at Mutagenesis Online) and the whole nucleus has to be calculated yielding a scaling factor of 85%. For charged particle irradiation, no scaling is needed as the Cube contains the same number of foci as the CountCub.

Results

The volume used for foci counting affects the estimation of localized doses

For an estimation of the absorbed X-ray equivalent dose in UVA laser experiments, we modified a previously used method of biological dosimetry (1). This method was based on the comparison of RPA foci numbers induced by UVA laser irradiation and different X-ray doses. According to the original assay (1), U2OS osteosarcoma cells were sensitized to UVA light by incorporation of BrdU for 24 h before irradiation and fixed 1 h post-irradiation. Irradiation-induced RPA foci were automatically counted in projections of the obtained confocal image stacks. The amount of RPA foci induced by the UVA laser system (337 nm Nitrogen laser) was comparable to that observed after an X-ray dose of 2–3 Gy (Figure 1), consequently defined as the X-ray equivalent laser dose. This result is in agreement with the previously reported X-ray equivalent laser dose of 3 Gy using this type of approach (1). Therefore, the laser exposure of 0.3 MJ/m² used in this experiment was chosen as a standard setting for all subsequent UVA laser irradiations.

While the number of RPA foci per nucleus was similar after laser and X-ray irradiation, we observed clear differences in terms of signal intensity and spatial distribution of the respective foci. Laser-induced foci typically appeared brighter and denser than the broadly distributed and less intense RPA foci after X-ray irradiation (Figure 2), giving the impression that UVA–LMI induced much more severe DNA damage than 3 Gy of X-rays. Therefore, we studied the suitability of the used dosimetry approach to reproduce higher and locally applied doses. For this purpose, we used accelerated charged particles that allow local deposition of a broad range of well-defined doses. To facilitate counting of charged particle-induced RPA foci along the ion trajectory, the irradiation was

![Fig. 1. Amount of RPA foci per nucleus induced by UVA laser and X-ray irradiation. U2OS osteosarcoma cells were irradiated with a UVA laser and different doses of X-rays. The average amounts of RPA foci per nucleus recognized by the analyzing programme and after subtraction of the level in mock-irradiated cells (3.5 ± 0.3 RPA foci; n = 95) are depicted. Average values induced by a laser exposure of 0.3 MJ/m² are comparable to the RPA foci induction after 2–3 Gy of X-rays. Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM).](https://academic.oup.com/mutagenesis/article-abstract/25/3/289/1079119)

![Fig. 2. The fraction of the irradiated nuclear volume depends on the irradiation type. The depicted cell nuclei were irradiated with 2 Gy of X-rays (top), UVA laser (center; 0.3 MJ/m²) and nickel ions (bottom). The RPA foci (green) that were recognized by the IDL programme are marked with red circles. The number of foci within the nuclei (dotted line) was 23, 22 and 24, respectively. When applying the newly defined Cube of $2 \times 2 \times 2 \mu m$ (indicated as dashed box in the depicted 2D average projection), the average numbers of counted foci per Cube are altered. The resulting average values for the respective irradiation types are indicated to the right of each depicted nucleus. Average projections of the original image stacks are shown. The DNA is counterstained with ToPro3 (blue).](https://academic.oup.com/mutagenesis/article-abstract/25/3/289/1079119)
delivered at low angle (15°) between the cell layer and the beam direction as described earlier (14). Using this irradiation geometry, a track of clearly distinguishable foci (Figure 3; inlay) could be assigned to a single ion traversal. The number of foci can be assumed to be linearly correlated to the length of the ion traversals (28). Thus, the nuclear dose was calculated based on the LET (defined as the deposited energy per track length) and the total length of all traversals in a nucleus. This assures a linear correlation between calculated nuclear particle dose and the number of foci induced by this dose. As the total traversal length varied from nucleus to nucleus, the total length of all traversals in a nucleus was standardized to the average value for all analyzed nuclei (18 µm). As a result of the standardization, the calculated nuclear particle doses depend only on the respective LET (Table I; dose formula) and range from 0.9 Gy (carbon ions) to 45.3 Gy (uranium ions). The resulting mean numbers of RPA foci induced per 18-µm track length are depicted in Figure 3 for several ion species in comparison to the X-ray data. While the X-ray data were generally obtained in U2OS cells, for charged particle irradiation also normal human fibroblasts were used. However, neither cell line showed a significant difference in RPA foci induction as representatively shown for carbon ion irradiation (Figure 3; first two columns). According to the counted RPA foci, the X-ray equivalent doses for the used ion species were well <3 Gy. The actually deposited, standardized charged particle doses per nucleus (Table I) are also depicted in Figure 3. For carbon and nitrogen ions, they were in the range of the X-ray equivalent doses estimated from RPA foci induction. However, for charged particles with higher LET and, therefore, higher lesion density, the deposited nuclear doses (nickel: 11.9 Gy, xenon: 29.2 Gy, uranium: 45.3 Gy) and the given X-ray equivalent dose (2 Gy) diverged dramatically. Clearly, the used method of biological dosimetry is not able to reproduce nuclear doses of high-LET charged particles but underestimates their dose deposition by a factor of 15 in the case of xenon ion irradiation.

One reason for the failure of this assay to reproduce high nuclear doses of charged particle irradiation can be assigned to the different spatial dose distribution of X-rays and charged particles. In contrast to X-rays, particles do not deposit their energy homogeneously but localize along the particle trajectory and hence in a small sub-volume of the nucleus (14,29). However, in the hitherto applied assay, the RPA foci were counted throughout the whole nucleus.

**Estimation of a local LDE by foci counting in reduced subnuclear volumes**

In order to accommodate for the localized dose deposition of charged particles, we reduced the volume in which the RPA foci were counted. The dimensions of the newly defined cubic volume (Cube: 2 × 2 × 2 µm) were chosen considering the track structure of charged particles and the range of induced α-electrons (29,30). Figure 2 is a representative example illustrating the impact of the volume in which the X-ray-, UVA laser- and charged particle-induced RPA foci are counted. Within the depicted nuclei, similar foci numbers (23, 22 and 24 foci) were counted after different types of irradiation, X-rays, UVA laser and nickel ions, respectively. Accordingly, X-ray equivalent doses of 2 Gy would be defined for the laser and nickel ion irradiations, even though the nickel irradiation applies an actual nuclear dose of 20.7 Gy at the given total track length of 31 µm within the depicted nucleus (Figure 2; lower panel). In contrast, the foci numbers counted within the Cube were 0.3 (X-ray), 1.9 (laser) and 1.5 (nickel) foci per Cube for these particular nuclei, showing that the local LDE could be even higher than for nickel ion irradiation. Note that foci quantification is typically done in average projections comprising the whole nucleus in depth (here up to 3 µm). The resulting foci numbers were subsequently scaled according to the 2 µm depth of the Cube (for details see Materials and Methods section).

The mean numbers of RPA foci counted per Cube are depicted in Figure 4 for different X-ray and local charged particle doses. The particle doses absorbed within the Cube were calculated based on the dose definition formula (Table II). The absorbed energy is the product of LET and the edge length.

**Fig. 3.** Amount of RPA foci per nucleus induced by charged particle and X-ray irradiation. The amount of RPA foci per nucleus induced by different ion species compared with the X-ray data from Figure 1 allocates the nuclear charged particle doses at ~2 Gy of X-rays or lower. The indicated calculated nuclear particle doses and the corresponding foci numbers per nucleus are standardized to a total length of all traversals per nucleus of 18 µm. Error bars indicate the SEM. Inlay: U2OS cell nucleus irradiated with carbon ions under a low angle. The nucleus was hit by a single carbon ion as visualized by immunocytochemical staining of RPA (green). The RPA foci form typical streaks. The DNA is counterstained with ToPro3 (blue).

**Fig. 4.** Dose–response curve for irradiation-induced RPA foci using a cubic volume (8 µm³) for foci quantification. Resulting dose–response curve over a logarithmical x-axis after application of the Cube volume. The monoexponential curve (solid line) is fitted in the charged particle and X-ray data points (R² = 0.96). The allocation of the laser data points to the fit curve is indicated for a laser exposure of 0.3 MJ/m² (2.2 ± 0.2 foci per Cube; arrow). Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean, whereas the dotted lines represent the 95% confidence interval of the fit curve.
of the Cube (2 μm) and the mass (8 ng) is given by the respective volume and the density of water. A combined dose–response curve was fitted into the charged particle and X-ray data points. The monoeponential curve levels off at ~2.0 foci per Cube with a 95% confidence interval of ±0.3. The fact that foci numbers above the fitted saturation level could still be counted indicates that the observed saturation is not due to a limited optical resolution of RPA foci. The mean RPA foci number induced by laser irradiation was 2.2 ± 0.2 foci per Cube (Figure 4; arrow) showing no significant difference to the fitted saturation level. Thus, the damage potential of laser irradiation seems to be in the range of high-LET charged particles corresponding to a locally applied dose of hundreds of Gray, confirming our hypothesis of a more severe damage induction after UVA–LMI than after a few Gray of X-rays. Unfortunately, the saturation behaviour of the curve does not allow for an accurate definition of local LDEs.

**High-resolution 4Pi microscopy of RPA foci does not circumvent limitations in the laser dose estimation**

Because charged particle irradiation produced far fewer RPA foci compared with the expected number of induced DSBs (28), we set out to explore if the limited resolution of the confocal microscope could account for the saturation of the RPA foci dose–effect curve. We attempted to resolve better the single lesions within the individual RPA foci by utilizing high-resolution 4Pi microscopy. Resolving possible substructures would increase the RPA foci number and thus, the dynamic range of the charged particle-induced foci dose-response, potentially allowing a more accurate local LDE definition.

The used 4Pi microscope setup provides a lateral resolution of 170 nm and an axial resolution of 100 nm by applying constructive interference illumination produced by two opposing high aperture lenses. Thus, the axial resolution is ~5-fold higher than in conventional confocal systems. However, even with the improved resolution of 170 × 170 × 100 nm, a substructure of the RPA foci could not be observed (Figure 5A). Therefore, more detailed imaging did not allow further specification of a local LDE, although the size of the RPA foci was far larger than this resolution limit.

However, high-resolution microscopy revealed a ~400 nm-sized substructure within individual 53BP1 foci, thus demonstrating the capability of the system to resolve even smaller structures than the observed RPA foci. Interestingly, several of the resolved multiple 53BP1 spots surrounded a single RPA focus without co-localizing (Figure 5A). Comparable behaviour regarding the substructure and the lack of co-localization was observed using 4Pi microscopy for the DSB markers Mre11 after pre-extraction and the DSB-flanking H2AX phosphorylation at this high resolution (Figure 5B).

### Table II. Calculated charged particle doses absorbed per Cube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion species</th>
<th>LET keV/μm</th>
<th>Absorbed energy 10⁻¹⁵ J</th>
<th>Absorbed dose Gy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel</td>
<td>3530</td>
<td>1073</td>
<td>134.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xenon</td>
<td>8679</td>
<td>2781</td>
<td>347.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uranium</td>
<td>13 438</td>
<td>4306</td>
<td>583.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dose = energy/mass

**Fig. 5.** High-resolution 4Pi microscopy of a charged particle-induced RPA streak. (A) The high-resolution image of a xenon ion track shows a streak pattern of charged particle-induced RPA (green) and 53BP1 foci (red). Three RPA foci from the depicted streak are also given in the xz perspective showing no further substructure (resolution: 170 × 170 × 100 nm). All three RPA foci are surrounded by several smaller 53BP1 foci, but both proteins do not co-localize. (B) A similar behaviour is observed for Mre11 foci (green) and γH2AX (red). The depicted Mre11 focus is surrounded by an intense γH2AX signal that is reduced within the Mre11 focus (see profile). Scale bars: 2 μm.

**Recruitment of TRF1 and TRF2 after LMI but not after charged particle irradiation**

Further support for a high local LDE came from the observation of the recruitment of telomere repeat-binding factors TRF1 and TRF2. These proteins are known for their interaction with telomeric regions and with repair-related proteins (reviewed in ref. 31). Recently, the DNA damage-induced phosphorylation of TRF2 (32) as well as its recruitment to laser-damaged sites were demonstrated in sensitized (13,24) and non-sensitized cells (13). However,
TRF2 recruitment to damage sites was not observed following IR exposures such as 5 Gy \( \gamma \)-rays or \( \pi \)-particles. Even localized irradiation with multiple helium ions at the Columbia University microbeam facility (RARAF) failed to accumulate TRF2 recruitment. Here, using high LET (8679 keV/\( \mu \)m) xenon ions, no detectable amounts of TRF1 or TRF2 were recruited to the sites of ion traversals (Figure 6B) in human fibroblasts (1BR3) stably expressing YFP-tagged TRF1 or TRF2, respectively. Note that a single xenon ion deposits a local dose of \( \sim 350 \) Gy (Table II) to the Cube \((8 \mu \text{m}^3)\) corresponding to an estimated induction of \( \sim 120 \) DSBs (33).

Although the high number of DSBs following charged particle irradiation was insufficient to induce TRF1 or TRF2 recruitment, both proteins were readily recruited to laser-irradiated sites within seconds as reported previously for TRF2 (13,24) and shown here for TRF1 after UVA laser irradiation of non-sensitized cells (Figure 6A). This might indicate even higher amounts of induced DSBs. For this experiment, the standard laser power \((1.5 \mu \text{W})\) was increased 3-fold to compensate for the expected reduced damage induction in non-sensitized cells according to Williams et al. (13), who monitored the recruitment of TRF2 in sensitized and non-sensitized cells using 800 nm two-photon LMI.

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to compare damage induction after UVA–LMI and IR in order to estimate the IR equivalent local laser dose deposited by a UVA-LMI system. We first used a commonly applied assay described by Bekker-Jensen et al. (1) based on counting radiation-induced RPA foci. The nuclear LDE deposited in an irradiated mammalian nucleus by a 337-nm laser with a radiant exposure of 0.3 MJ/m\(^2\) and prior incorporation of BrdU was found to be equivalent to 2–3 Gy (Figure 1). This is in agreement with previously reported nuclear LDE values of 3 Gy comparing RPA foci numbers (1), 6–9 Gy comparing \( \gamma \)H2AX foci numbers (10) or 5.25 Gy comparing \( \gamma \)H2AX signal intensities (5).

Nevertheless, we felt these low nuclear LDE values might be misleading as the possible impact of the different spatial dose deposition of LMI and the used sparsely ionizing reference radiation was not taken into account. For example, high locally applied charged particle doses have been shown to produce more efficient DNA fragmentation compared to X-rays (34). Accordingly, an immunofluorescent comet assay monitoring fragment size distributions yielded a higher nuclear LDE of 20 Gy (35).

Since previously estimated nuclear LDEs based on radiation-induced foci formation were obtained disregarding the spatial dose distribution, we set out to test the validity of the RPA foci assay for well-known locally applied doses. For this purpose, we used densely ionizing charged particle irradiation allowing localized energy deposition similar to LMI and estimated its X-ray equivalent dose according to the previously described assay (1). Interestingly, despite depositing particle doses of up to 45 Gy per nucleus (Table I), the assay yielded X-ray equivalent charged particle doses of only \( \sim 2 \) Gy (Figure 3). Clearly, the difference of the irradiated volumes leads to a discrepancy between estimated and actually applied doses in the case of local irradiation. The assay used is based on the counting of radiation-induced RPA foci within the whole nucleus, but low energy charged particles deposit their energies only within a small confined sub-volume (14,29). Consequently, nuclear particle doses are systematically underestimated using this approach. Since energy is also locally applied in the case of LMI, the LDE will also be underestimated. To account for the differences in the irradiated nuclear volumes after X-rays, charged particles and LMI, we reduced the volume for foci quantification and defined a cubic volume of \( 2 \times 2 \times 2 \mu \text{m} \) (Cube) to compensate for the radial symmetrical dose deposition of charged particles. The numbers of foci per Cube were quantified based on foci counting in average projections as commonly done. Since projections encompass the whole nucleus in depth (up to 3 \( \mu \)m) but the Cube’s height is only 2 \( \mu \)m, scaling factors were introduced as described in detail in the Materials and methods section.

Following the application of the Cube, the charged particle-induced RPA foci dose–response curve reached a plateau for the high locally applied doses of xenon and uranium ions (Figure 4). Since the RPA foci induction after UVA–LMI was located in this saturation region, the local LDE could only be

---

**Fig. 6.** TRF1 and TRF2 recruitment after LMI but not charged particle irradiation. 1BR3 cells stably expressing YFP-tagged TRF1 or TRF2. (A) LMI induces the fast recruitment of YFP-TRF1. The irradiated nucleus is shown directly before and 1 min after the irradiation. (B) The same cell line irradiated with xenon ions does not show TRF1 recruitment within 10 min after irradiation (left panel). Hitting of the depicted nuclei was confirmed by subsequent immunostaining against \( \gamma \)H2AX (red; lower panel). Similar results were obtained with YFP-tagged TRF2 also stably expressed in 1BR3 cells (right panel). Scale bar: 10 \( \mu \)m.
estimated to be roughly in the range of a few hundred Gray. This estimation is in agreement with calculated laser doses based on standard absorption rates (4). In contrast, previous attempts of a local laser dose estimation using sparsely IR as the only reference, but applying volumes for foci counting 7-fold larger than the Cube, yielded lower values of 10 Gy (1) or 30 Gy (11). However, in these studies, the defined volumes for foci counting were designed to encompass the whole laser streak, thereby comprising significant proportions of unirradiated volume. The obtained local LDE values were, therefore, comparably low. In the present study, the used UVA–LMI could be attributed to dose values exceeding 100 Gy, but the accuracy of the estimation is still limited by the observed saturation of the RPA foci numbers with increasing dose deposition. As for single measurements, foci numbers often exceeded the mean values given here; a detection limit of the used image software can be excluded. Thus, the saturation is most probably based on biological effects. A possible depletion of the RPA protein, a key mechanism in the replication/repair switch (36), may only explain the observed saturation of the X-ray dose–response curve, as the total number of induced RPA foci is much higher than after charged particle irradiation and UVA–LMI. We investigated further whether the observed plateau in the number of charged particle-induced RPA foci was a result of the resolution limit of the confocal microscope that might be insufficient to resolve single lesions within RPA foci. In order to circumvent the limiting resolution of the confocal microscope, perhaps masking additional RPA foci, we performed high-resolution 4Pi microscopy aiming to reveal the substructure of individual foci. Although the RPA foci induced after xenon ion irradiation were generally larger than the resolution limit of the 4Pi microscope (170 nm lateral, 100 nm axial), a substructure could not be resolved (Figure 5A). Hence, even high-resolution microscopy was not able to improve the estimation of the locally applied LDE.

While RPA foci could not be resolved further by 4Pi microscopy, interestingly, the damage marker 53BP1 showed a substructure of multiple smaller domains surrounding the RPA focus but remarkably without co-localizing. As 53BP1 specifically binds to a histone modification (37) and RPA binds to ssDNA (38) most probably unwound from nucleosomes, this might explain the nearby but not overlapping foci. However, even high-resolution microscopy did not reveal separate RPA-marked ssDNA filaments. This observation supports the idea that the RPA foci do not mark the processing of separate individual DNA lesions after densely IR as suggested previously (28). Instead, multiple DNA damages originally induced in near vicinity within a chromatin domain might be processed subsequently at a common place resulting in a central RPA focus surrounded by several smaller 53BP1 stained regions (Figure 5A). The finding that damage-induced histone modifications are flanking but not co-localizing with the actual sites of DSB repair was also observed after Mre11 and γH2AX staining. 4Pi microscopy revealed that the focus of Mre11 remaining after in situ extraction is surrounded by a bright γH2AX staining, whereas in its centre, the γH2AX signal appears less intense (Figure 5B). Notably, the Mre11 protein involved in DSB end processing has exonuclease/endonuclease activity providing a potential basis for ssDNA formation, a prerequisite to RPA binding. The substructure observed for the phosphorylated form of histone H2AX is in agreement with previously described distributions of γH2AX into micro-domains using 4Pi microscopy (39).

A comparison of the laser exposure used in this study with values in the literature (Table III) shows that the chosen setting for the UVA laser system (radiant exposure of 0.3 MJ/m²) is comparable with settings of similar UVA laser types. Thus, it can be excluded that the high local LDE found in the present study is a result of an inappropriately high laser power. It also reflects the validity of the presented estimation and applies to other UVA–LMI systems.

Further support for a high locally applied LDE arises from the differences in the recruitment of the telomere repeat-binding factors TRF1 and TRF2 after charged particle irradiation and LMI. The TRF2 protein has been shown to accumulate after LMI in both pre-sensitized (13,24) and non-sensitized cells (13), and recently, a function in strand invasion during non-telomeric homologous recombination repair of DSBs was proposed (42). Remarkably, no recruitment of TRF2 could be shown after IR even after local (20 μm³) application of 416 Gy α-particles using a microprobe setup for targeted irradiation (13). In our study, we used xenon ion irradiation applying an even more confined local dose of ~350 Gy in a volume of 8 μm³. We also saw no accumulation of TRF1 or TRF2 (Figure 6B) at sites of particle traversals. In contrast, LMI rapidly induced recruitment of TRF2 (13,24) and TRF1 (Figure 6A). Different scenarios can be imagined to explain these contrasting results. The density of DSBs could be higher after two-photon LMI (13) or UVA–LMI (used here) than with heavy charged particles resulting in a detectable amount of accumulated proteins. This leads to the conclusion that the LDE of our laser system is much >350 Gy under the conditions used (increased laser power and omitted sensitization). Despite the reported influence of sensitization treatments on the yielded damage spectra (20), we obtained comparable LDE estimations using either sensitization and standard laser settings or omitting sensitization and increasing the laser power. The ability of higher laser power to compensate for a reduced damaging capability has been shown previously for TRF2 recruitment following two-photon LMI (13).

Alternatively, possible differences in the induced damage spectra could also be a reason for the differential recruitment after LMI and charged particle irradiation, as discussed by Williams et al. (13). According to the authors, the additional induction of UV-related damages after LMI might be responsible for the recruitment of TRF2. Regardless of the damage type, UVA- and two-photon LMI clearly generate conditions that permit TRF1 and TRF2 recruitment to laser-induced DNA damage sites. In this particular context, it is interesting that the mechanism of DSB induction classically described for UVA bulb irradiation does not explain the proposed high amount of DSBs induced by LMI (43). Therefore, further damage induction related to non-linear

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength in nm</th>
<th>Radiant exposure in MJ/m²</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>337</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>Referred in (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Present study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>(1,20,40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10, 30</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aIn the case of pre-sensitization by BrdU incorporation.
Supplementary data

Supplementary Figure S1 is available at Mutagenesis Online.
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